Excerpt from the book
WOMAN OVERBOARD!
Learn more at:
www.Woman-Overboard.com
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DISTRACTION

Your mind is ooded by all the possible
choices, feelings and doubts until it's
impossible to know what's right.

You pretend that something is okay when
actually you're hiding your anger.

You get busy with small or large tasks, or
in other ways prioritize busy work.
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SELF-DECEPTION

SELF-DECEPTION

EXAMPLE

Your thought-process has many con icting
"maybe's" or you say "I don't know what to feel."

SELF-DECEPTION
If I get so full of thoughts and feelings that I
can't focus, I won't have to deal with my anger.

You say "I'm ne" through clenched teeth.

If I give clues that I'm angry, they'll realize
there's a problem and x it without me having
to address the issue.
th w a

You decide to clean your bathroom, or nag
family members rather than deal with a potential
con ict.
If I never slow down to feel my feelings, I won't
have to deal with this issue or person.
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BLAME

SELF-FLAGELLATION

SHUT-DOWN

You seek out and assign fault to anyone
or anything else other than yourself.

You beat yourself up when con ict arises
or when someone gets upset.

You withdraw emotionally when you
notice starting to feel angry.
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SELF-DECEPTION

SELF-DECEPTION

SELF-DECEPTION

If I always turn the attention away from me or
the real issue, I won't have to talk about
anything that makes me uncomfortable.

If I punish myself enough, they'll feel bad
getting mad at me.

If I dampen my anger and mute my feelings, no
one will get hurt.

You say things like, "it's not my fault," and "if you
hadn't done x, then I wouldn't have done y."

You cry, repeatedly apologize, or go over and
over the incident in your head.

You continue to remain in the situation, just
listening disconnectedly without talking.
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Self-Rescue System™ takes you through any of your triggering issues and helps you:
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For more, read my book "Woman Overboard: Six Ways Women Avoid Conflict and One Method To Speak Up with Confidence".
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